Trident Warrior
(TW)
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Trident Warrior (TW) is the Navy’s major FORCEnet Sea Trial event which has
been conducted annually since 2003 on underway ships and at land-based
command centers. TW supports a military utility assessment of emerging
technologies within a real-world operational environment. Numerous technologies
are examined within more than a dozen initiative areas, such as Networks,
Information Assurance, and C2. HSI has been included in each TW exercise, both
as a technology initiative and as an assessment area for individual technologies.
HSI CHALLENGE
Many of the technologies tested during a TW exercise require extensive HSI assessment support to
determine their military utility to the Fleet. A detailed analytic protocol must be developed and applied to
ensure that an adequate HSI assessment will be obtained for each of these technologies.
APPROACH
PSE worked with TW technical area leads to develop data collection plans that assessed the analysis
objectives established for each technology. PSE also participated in the development of instruments (e.g.,
observer logs, user surveys) and in the analysis and interpretation of the data collected by those instruments.
Based on these analyses, each technology was assessed in terms of how well it met its stated objectives and
provided military utility to the Fleet.
SOLUTION
PSE helped develop a metrics structure for assessing HSI factors in TW technologies. This structure ensures
that the needs of the ‘humans in the loop’ are met and that overall system effectiveness is optimized. The
metrics structure included both quantitative measures, such as system data (e.g., direct measurement of
bandwidth) and ‘qualitative measures’ which assess human performance (e.g., surveys, observer logs,
interviews). Measures of human performance are vital for ensuring technologies are assessed not only on
their technical merits, but also on their ease of use and operational impact. Together, quantitative and
qualitative measures provide a thorough HSI evaluation of the military utility of each TW technology.
BENEFITS
There is growing recognition of the value of HSI when assessing TW technologies. This recognition has led to
a greater emphasis on understanding the role of human operators in advanced technology systems. For
example, in TW 2008, more than 90% of the 250 objectives measured human-system interactions. This
increased role of HSI has expanded TW’s assessment focus beyond just technical capability (does it work?)
to functional utility (is it useful to real users for real tasks?).
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